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August 22, 2016 

  

Monica Jackson 

Office of the Executive Secretary 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 

1700 G Street, NW 

Washington DC 20552 

  

Re: Docket No. CFPB-2016-0020 or RIN 3170-AA51 

 

On behalf of The Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights, a coalition charged by 

its diverse membership of more than 200 national organizations to promote and protect the 

rights of all persons in the United States, we write to express our strong support for the 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB)’s proposed rule to restrict the use of forced 

arbitration in consumer finance contracts. As it moves towards a final rule, we urge the 

CFPB to consider the civil rights implications of mandatory arbitration, including whether 

the increasing use of these clauses affects the ability of victims of discriminatory lending 

practices to seek redress. We offer three points for your consideration, addressing: (1) the 

critical role private class actions play in protecting civil rights; (2) the inadequacy of 

individual private arbitration in vindicating rights; and (3) the role that private enforcement 

plays in supplementing public enforcement.  

I. Private class actions are critical to protect civil rights in the financial sphere. 

 

In its comprehensive arbitration study, pursuant to Section 1028(a) of the Dodd-Frank Act, 

the CFPB found that mandatory arbitration clauses are very common in consumer contracts 

for credit cards, checking accounts, and other financial services.i Particularly troubling is its 

finding that almost all such clauses prohibit a consumer from banding together with others in 

class action litigation or arbitration. The prevalence of these class actions bans suggests that 

consumer financial services is approaching a norm in which victims of discriminatory 

lending will be unable to effectively pursue civil rights claims through class litigation.  

 

Private class actions have been and continue to be critical to protect civil rights in the 

financial sphere. In situations where individuals cannot pursue claims on their own, whether 

because of lack of timely notice of discrimination, insufficient resources, low individual 

damages, or fear of retaliation, the class action device provides a vehicle for relief. In cases 

where an individual victim’s damages are relatively low, it would not be economical for an 

attorney to take the case on an individual basis. The class action provides the solution to that 

problem.  
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Class actions are generally brought to allege widespread, systemic violations. Importantly, civil rights 

consumer class actions provide relief beyond the named plaintiff by remedying and deterring civil rights 

violations and systemic discrimination. Moreover, there is a public value in bringing discrimination into 

the light of day through consumer civil rights class actions. “[C]lass actions alert potential plaintiffs who 

otherwise may never realize that the unfair outcomes they experienced were due to a violation of civil 

rights statutes or other laws, much less that these outcomes were part of a broader pattern including 

similar infractions of the rights of others.”ii  

 

There are numerous examples of important consumer benefits achieved by civil rights class actions. For 

example, class actions helped expose and remedy “redlining” by businesses that refuse to provide loans 

within minority neighborhoods,iii deceptive practices by for-profit schools targeting African-American 

and low-income students for enrollment,iv and discriminatory policies and practices in home financing.v  

 

Consumer civil rights class actions have proved especially valuable in the areas of auto lending and 

payday loans. Class actions exposed financial arrangements between vehicle financing companies and car 

dealers that resulted in systematically higher costs for financing for African-American and Hispanic 

purchasers, began to hold lenders accountable, and provided compensation for some of those harmed.vi 

Spurred in part by these private class actions, federal officials then took action. The Department of Justice 

(DOJ) and the CFPB reached large settlements with auto lenders last year and provided guidance on fair 

lending for the benefit of future car buyers.vii As the CFPB is well aware, concerns surround the payday 

loan industry regarding issues of usurious interest rates, unlawful debt collection practices, and high and 

hidden fees. Evidence suggests that minorities are disproportionately hurt by abusive practices in the 

payday loan industry.viii A series of class actions provided relief for thousands of people in North Carolina 

who were charged interest by payday lenders far above what was legally allowed in that state and spurred 

state officials to intervene.ix 

 

The systematic harm of discriminatory or illegal lending affecting large groups of people can only be 

combatted by class actions. Indeed, the Supreme Court has long recognized that “suits alleging racial or 

ethnic discrimination are often by their very nature class suits, involving classwide wrongs.”x  Class 

actions offer the opportunity to achieve broad, systemic changes to a bank or industry’s discriminatory 

policies and practices through injunctive relief.  

 

II. Individual private arbitration is a poor forum in which to vindicate civil rights claims. 

 

In finalizing the rule, we encourage the CFPB to consider specifically how civil rights cases fare in 

arbitration and litigation. Individual private arbitration is a poor forum in which to vindicate civil rights 

claims, especially because victims of discriminatory lending often do not know they have been harmed. 

Individuals who suspect they have been discriminated against may not know the amount of damages they 

have suffered and may be discouraged from investing the time and resources to pursue individual claims 

in arbitration.xi  

 

In addition, bringing a fair lending or Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) claim often requires 

statistical analysis of a large amount of loans or financial data. Courts have noted that “[f]ederal policy 
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favors broad discovery in civil rights actions.” xii The discovery process, which serves an important role in 

many types of civil litigation, is especially vital in civil rights claims. At the start of litigation, plaintiffs 

are typically not in possession of the information needed to fully substantiate their allegations. Most, if 

not all, of the pertinent information is within the control of the defendant financial institution. This 

“information asymmetry” between civil rights plaintiffs and defendants make broad discovery essential 

for vindicating a claim. In order for plaintiffs to prove a pervasive pattern and practice of discrimination, 

they must have access to records, documents, and statistics within the control of the lender.  

 

Arbitration does not allow for broad discovery, especially in individual cases. While defendant 

institutions often tout limited discovery allowed in private arbitration as a benefit,xiii civil rights claimants 

recognize the danger of this approach.xiv Limited discovery presents a barrier for civil rights plaintiffs to 

have access to the very information that will allow them to vindicate their claims. Moreover, statistical 

analysis is often expensive. In private individual arbitration, the claimant must shoulder all of the cost (in 

contrast to spreading the costs over a class).  

 

III. Public enforcement is not enough; civil rights class actions are a necessary supplement to 

public enforcement. 

 

Lastly, we urge the CFPB to consider that the nation’s fair lending laws themselves assume vigorous 

private enforcement and to consider the perspectives of civil rights litigators, both private and public.  

Private class actions are a necessary supplement to public enforcement in the areas of fair lending and 

equal credit. This was the view of Congress in passing the nation’s fair lending laws. The Fair Housing 

Act was originally designed to be enforced primarily by private plaintiffs.xv The legislation history for 

ECOA similarly shows clear intent.xvi 

 

Allowing private financial institutions to impose ubiquitous mandatory arbitration clauses with class 

action bans would effectively allow them to repeal the private enforcement right Congress intended, 

leaving limited public enforcement. This would be an unacceptable and perilous result.  

 

Not only did Congress intend there to be private enforcement, but resource limitations on public offices 

make private enforcement necessary. Government regulators lack the resources to pursue the vast 

majority of cases brought to them. For example, fair lending violations have been underpoliced, despite 

strong evidence of ongoing discrimination in access to credit, especially in recent years.xvii From 2001 to 

2009, federal banking regulators referred only 41 cases alleging a pattern and practice of race or national 

origin discrimination in lending to DOJ, and none of the referrals was from the Office of the Comptroller 

of the Currency (OCC), which supervises national banks.xviii  

 

Private class actions also serve an important role in exposing wrongdoing and spurring public 

enforcement efforts. For example, private class actions exposed widespread racial discrimination in the 

pricing of burial insurance policies, and led public actors to investigate. Ultimately, African-American 

customers received millions of dollars in restitution and the insurance companies agreed to equalized 

pricing of policies.xix  
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IV. Conclusion 

 

In sum, the CFPB is to be applauded for the substantive work of the Section 1028 Arbitration Study, and 

for proposing a rule to restrict the use of mandatory arbitration based on the study’s overwhelming 

evidence that this practice harms consumers. As the CFPB finalizes the rule, we urge a special focus on 

the impact of mandatory arbitration clauses on the ability of individuals to vindicate their rights to a 

financial marketplace free of discrimination. Please contact Lisa Bornstein, Legal Director and Senior 

Legal Advisor, at bornstein@civilrights.org or 202-466-3311 with any questions regarding these 

comments. 

 

 

 

Sincerely,  

 

 

        

 

Wade Henderson     Nancy Zirkin 

President & CEO     Executive Vice President 
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